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ABSTRACT

In a number of reported instances, implosions utilizing fuel mixtures have resulted in anomalously low fusion yields below those predicted
by radiation-hydrodynamics simulations. Inter-species ion diffusion has been suggested as a possible cause of the observed yield degradation
in fuel mixture implosions. An experimental platform utilizing hydro-equivalent deuterium–tritium (DT), deuterium–tritium–hydrogen
(DTH), and deuterium-tritium-helium3 (DT3He) capsule implosions was developed to determine whether the inter-species ion diffusion
theory may describe the resulting fuel mixture implosion behavior. The implosion experiments were performed at the Omega laser facility.
X-ray images and shell areal density diagnostics results show that the hydro-equivalent three capsules (DT, DTH, and DT3He) have similar
compression behavior. However, nuclear yield deviation was observed from the scaling determined using a fusion yield formula. In the
DT3He mixture, a reduced yield of a factor of 0.656 0.13 was observed, which is similar to a yield reduction observed in D3He mixture by
Rygg et al. (i.e., Rygg effect). In contrast, in the DTH mixture, a factor of 1.176 0.15 yield increase was observed, which we named the
inverse Rygg effect. The yield increase observed in the DTH mixture is consistent with the inter-species ion diffusion theory where lighter H
diffuses away from the core and concentrated DT in the core produces higher yield. An inter-species ion diffusion model, the
Zimmerman–Paquette–Kagan–Zhdanov model, implemented in a Lagrangian radiation-hydrodynamics fluid code, was also used to analyze
the present data, without the need to assume hydrodynamic equivalence of the capsules, but it does not completely explain the DTH
or DT3He capsules although its effects are in the correct direction. Simulation-based Bayesian inference was used in the latter analysis to
quantify the uncertainty in the numerical simulations. The simulation-based analysis resulted in an inferred Rygg-effect yield decrease factor
of 0.916 0.02 for the DT3He mixture, and an inferred inverse-Rygg yield increase factor of 1.216 0.04 for the DTH mixture, based on simu-
lations ignoring ion diffusion.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0030852

I. INTRODUCTION

A binary mixture of equimolar deuterium (D) and tritium (T) is
often used in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiments because
this mixture is known to maximize fusion yield. A variety of other fuel
species and mixtures are utilized to study specific aspects of the implo-
sion process in order to optimize target and driver designs. For exam-
ple, the use of D and 3He as a surrogate for deuterium–tritium (DT)
provides a means of characterizing capsule performance while

minimizing complications associated with tritium fills or handling. In
addition, gaseous dopants with a higher atomic number such as argon
or krypton may be mixed with either DD or D3He to provide x-ray
and nuclear diagnostic signatures. In a number of reported instances,
implosions utilizing fuel mixtures have resulted in anomalously low
fusion yields below those predicted by radiation-hydrodynamic simu-
lations.1–9 For example, in 2004, Lindl et al. carried out indirect-drive
implosions with D2 filled capsules with and without the addition of
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trace quantities of argon gas.1 Observed DD fusion yields for the
argon-doped capsules were lower than the calculated 1D predictions
by over a factor of two more than the observed argon-free capsule
yields. In 2006, Rygg et al. studied direct-drive capsule implosions
with a variety of D3He target fill mixtures.2 The D3He mixtures were
all carefully chosen to maintain hydrodynamic equivalency (same total
fuel mass and total particle density including electrons). Equimolar
D3He implosions were observed to produce about 50% lower DD
fusion yield, relative to expected, than pure D2 gas fill implosions or
implosions with mostly 3He fill (7% D), indicating that anomalous
yield degradation is highly dependent on the relative fuel concentra-
tions. In this paper, we will name the observed yield reduction over
prediction due to 3He addition as the Rygg effect following the author
of the Ref. 2 publication.

Leading ICF simulation codes (HYDRA, RAGE, LILAC, etc.) uti-
lizing single fluid and average-ion approximations did not predict the
observed yield reduction for fuel mixtures, which brought the validity
of these simplifications into question. A plasma barodiffusion10 and
an inter-species ion diffusion11,12 have been suggested as possible
causes of the observed yield degradation in fuel mixture implosions.
According to those theories, strong thermodynamic forces, e.g.,
concentration-, pressure-, electric potential-, and temperature-
gradients, in an imploding capsule may drive significant inter-species
diffusion (largely dependent on ion mass, charge, and relative concen-
trations) leading to ion species separation. For example, applying those
theories to an equimolar D3He implosion results in 3He ions being
concentrated at the core because lighter, lower charged D diffuses out-
ward. Depletion of D in the hot core where the fusion cross sections
are largest leads to a degradation of the DD fusion yield as compared
to that of a pure DD implosion.

If the Rygg effect (i.e., yield reduction in D3He implosion) sug-
gests that heavier atoms remain in the hot center of the hot spot while
lighter atoms move to the cooler edge, the opposite yield increase
should be observed in DH mixture, where heavier D atoms will be
concentrated in the hot spot. The idea of testing a DH mixture was
suggested by Amendt et al.13 and one may name an increase in yield
from fuel mixture as the Amendt effect or the inverse Rygg effect.
However, it is not possible to create a hydrodynamically equivalent
fuel between DH and pure D2 because two hydrogen atoms are needed
for every replaced deuterium atom for mass equivalence, which dou-
bles the total particle density (including electrons) and breaks the fuel
hydro-equivalency. However, this problem can be avoided by using
three species: a DT fuel can be made hydrodynamically equivalent to
both a DT3He and deuterium–tritium–hydrogen (DTH) fuel. In the
past, three species mixtures (DT3He or DTH) have been used in the
ICF research. In 2008, Herrmann et al. observed anomalous yield
reduction when 3He was added to DT fuel mixture.3 In 2015, Meezan
et al.14 reported a DTH fuel mixture in a cryogenic layer implosion
fielded at the National Ignition Facility.1 A three species diffusion
remains more complicated to understand than a two species diffusion;
however, keeping one species to a small percentage compared to the
other two, it may be approximated as a two species diffusion.
Employing tritium gives us additional diagnostic benefits, for example,
the ratio of yields (DD/DT or TT/DT) can be employed to compare
between all three of the fuels. The yield ratio depends weakly on the

shot-to-shot variation, whereas absolute yield (e.g., DD yield in D3He
capsule or DT yield in DT3He capsule) requires a control shot to com-
pare with (e.g., DD capsule as a control shot for D3He capsule or DT
capsule as a control shot for DT3He capsule).

With this motivation, an experimental platform was developed to
observe if the inverse Rygg effect (or Amendt effect) might generate
enhanced DT yields in DTH capsule comparison to DT fills, or if not,
rule-out the inverse Rygg effect. DT3He filled target implosions (hydro-
equivalent to the DT and DTH fills) were additionally fielded to con-
firm the DT yield reduction phenomenon observed by Herrmann et al.
using a non-hydro-equivalent DT3He capsule in 2008.3

II. HYDRO-EQUIVALENT MIXING

For the experiments reported herein, the relative fuel species con-
centrations were carefully chosen to control the diffusion ratios
between specific pairs of fuel species (introduced in Refs. 11 and 12) in
an attempt to accentuate the inter-species diffusion phenomena of
interest. According to the inter-species ion diffusion theory, equimolar
DT target implosions for the DT mixture have nearly maximized dif-
fusion ratios (see Fig. 2 of Ref. 11). For fixed values of the pressure,
potential, and concentration gradients, the predicted ion separation
between D and T will be maximized when the diffusion ratios are
maximized. Observations of anomalously high(low) TT(DD) neutron
yields in DT filled direct-drive implosions by Casey et al.15 were attrib-
uted to an increase(decrease) of the T(D) concentration in the core
due to ion separation. The implosions reported by Casey et al. utilized
capsule fills with a T:D ratio of �0.75 and �0.62. In contrast, fill pres-
sures of D2 (X) and T2 (U) were chosen for this experiment to mini-
mize diffusion ratios and to be 8.9 atm (¼Xo, initial D2 pressure) and
0.5 atm (¼Uo, initial T2 pressure), respectively, while DT filled capsules
acted as a control. Consequently, the atomic fraction of D (fD) was
about 0.95 [¼Xo/(Xo þ Uo)] and the atomic fraction of T (fT) was
about 0.05 [¼Uo/(Xo þ Uo)], which is referred to as the “95/5 DT”
capsules in this paper. According to Ref. 11, the DT diffusion ratios in
the 95/5 DT capsule are �20% of their maximum values, leading to
the prediction of a relatively low inter-species diffusion between D and
T. As defined in Rygg et al.,2 the average nuclear mass (m) in the 95/5
DT mixture can be expressed as m ¼ mp 2fD þ 3fTð Þ ¼ mp

2Xo þ 3Uoð Þ= Xo þ Uoð Þ, wheremp is the proton mass. Therefore, the
number densities of D (nD) and the number density of T (nT) are

nDTD ¼ fDn ¼ fD
q
m
¼ X0

2X0 þ 3U0

� �
q
mp

;

nDTT ¼ fTn ¼ fT
q
m
¼ U0

2X0 þ 3U0

� �
q
mp

;

(1)

where n is the total number density, and q is the mass density. The
expected DT neutron yield is determined by the spatial and temporal
integral of the product of reactant densities times the temperature-
dependent thermal reactivity of the DT nuclear reaction [adopted
from Eq. (4) in Ref. 2]

YDT ¼
ð
nD r; tð ÞnT r; tð Þ rv Ti r; tð Þð Þ

� �
DT

dr3dt; (2)

where YDT is the DT neutron yield and rvh i is the local thermal reac-
tivity averaged over a Maxwellian ion velocity distribution with
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temperature Ti. Therefore, the DT yields from the 95/5 DT capsule
(YDT

DT Þ can be re-expressed

YDT
DT ¼

X0U0

2X0 þ 3U0ð Þ2
ð

q2 r; tð Þ
m2

p
rv Ti r; tð Þð Þ
� �

DT
dr3dt: (3)

“DTH” filled capsules that are hydro-equivalent to the DT fills were
accomplished by exchanging two D atoms from Xo for each HT added.
The resulting fill pressures of D2 (X) and H2 (Z) were therefore
described by X¼Xo� 2Z, and the fill pressure of T2 (U) was
determined by U¼Uo þ Z. So, for the DTH case, fD¼ (Xo� 2Z)/(Xo

þUo), fT¼ (UoþZ)/(XoþUo), fH¼Z/(Xo þ Uo), and m ¼ mp 2fDð
þ 3fT þ fHÞ ¼ mp 2Xo þ 3Uoð Þ= Xo þ Uoð Þ, identical to the case for
DT filled capsules, where fH is the hydrogen fraction by atom percent
in the DTH capsule. Therefore, nD and nT of DTH capsule are

nDTHD ¼ X0 � 2Z
2X0 þ 3U0

� �
q
mp

; nDTHT ¼ U0 þ Z
2X0 þ 3U0

� �
q
mp

: (4)

Therefore, the DT yields from the DTH capsule (YDTH
DT Þ can be re-

expressed

YDTH
DT ¼

X0� 2Z
2X0þ 3U0

� �
U0þZ

2X0þ 3U0

� �ð
q2 r; tð Þ
m2

p
rv Ti r; tð Þð Þ
� �

DT
dr3dt:

(5)

The DTH capsules were filled with H2 (Z)¼ 4.2 atm, T2 (U)¼ 4.7 atm,
and D2 (X)¼ 0.5 atm which results in fH � Z/(Xo þ Uo)¼ 0.45 and fT
� (Uo þ Z)/(Xo þ Uo)¼ 0.5. These near equal fractions of H and T
may lead to a near maximized inter-species HT diffusion ratio. If the
DTH and 95/5 DT capsules are hydrodynamically equivalent, the yield
ratio produces the following result:

YDTH
DT

YDT
DT

¼ X0 � 2Zð Þ U0 þ Zð Þ
X0U0

¼ 0:53: (6)

If the inverse Rygg effect exists, the actual or observed yield ratio will
be larger than 0.53.

Similarly, “DT3He” filled capsules that are hydro-equivalent to
the DT fill were created by exchanging three D atoms from Xo for two
3He atoms, or, equivalently, three D2 diatomic molecules for four 3He
monatomic molecules. The resulting fill pressures of D2 (X) and

3He
(W) were therefore adjusted by X ¼ Xo � 3

4W , using the formula
given by Rygg et al.2 For the DT3He case, fD¼ 3X/(Xþ 2Xo þ 3Uo),
fT¼ 3Uo/(Xþ 2Xo þ 3Uo), f3He¼ 2(Xo�X)/(Xþ 2Xo þ 3Uo), and
m ¼ mp 2fD þ 3fT þ 3f3Heð Þ ¼ mp 3� fDð Þ, where f3He is the 3He
fraction by atom percent in the DT3He capsule. Therefore, nD and nT
of DT3He capsule are

nDT3HeD ¼ X
2X0 þ 3U0

� �
q
mp

; nDT3HeT ¼ U0

2X0 þ 3U0

� �
q
mp

: (7)

Therefore, the DT yields from the DT3He capsule (YDT3He
DT Þ can be re-

expressed

YDT3He
DT ¼ X

2X0þ3U0

� �
U0

2X0þ3U0

� �ð
q2 r;tð Þ
m2

p
rv Ti r;tð Þð Þ
� �

DT
dr3dt:

(8)

The DT3He capsule consisted of 3He (W)¼ 7.1 atm, D2 (X)
¼ 3.58 atm, and T2 (U)¼ 0.5 atm, which results in fD � 3X/(Xþ 2Xo

þ 3Uo)¼ 0.47 and f3He � 2(Xo – X)/(Xþ 2Xo þ 3Uo)¼ 0.47. The
equal fractions of 3He and D will generate strong D-3He inter-species
diffusion. If the DT3He and 95/5 DT capsules are hydrodynamically
equivalent, the yield ratio produces the following result:

YDT3He
DT

YDT
DT

¼ X
X0
¼ 0:40: (9)

If the Rygg effect exists, the actual or observed yield ratio will be
smaller than 0.40.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Three types of fuel mixtures were contained in spherical glass
(SiO2) shells fabricated by General Atomics. The outer diameter and
wall thickness of 11 capsules are plotted in Fig. 1. The outer diameter
ranges from 1091 to 1167lm and wall thickness from 4.04 to 4.64lm,
which is a typical range of variation. The surface uniformity of the
glass shells was not measured before the experiment. However, the
target team at General Atomics measured a variation of 4p-wall-
thickness, which ranged from 0.1lm to up to 0.3lm. We selected all
11 capsules which have 0.1lm 4p-wall-thickness. In this paper,
the capsules were grouped by the wall thickness, where the distribution
of thin-shell group is 4.066 0.02lm, middle-shell group is
4.266 0.04lm, and thick-shell group is 4.616 0.04lm. In the thin-
shell group, one shell was filled with DT and the other two shells with
DT3He at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. In the
middle-shell group, two shells were filled with DT, two shells with
DTH, and two shells with DT3He. In the thick-shell group, one shell
was filled with DT and the other with DTH. Table I shows as-shot
conditions for the 11 capsules. Pressures shown in the table are the
estimated values at the shot time, while taking into account (1) gas lea-
kages based on the amount of time each target was exposed to room
temperature prior to shot time and (2) measured permeation half-
lives. Gas pressures at shot time were in good agreement with
requested fill pressures and were within 96%–114%. Table IV shows
the requested pressures, fill pressures (over-pressured to compensate
leak), and the percentage of as-shot pressures to requested pressures.

The implosion experiments of the DT, DTH, and DT3He capsu-
les were performed at the Omega laser facility.16 Sixty beams of

FIG. 1. Outer diameter and wall thickness of 11 capsules.
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351nm UV light were focused on a spherical target in a 1-ns square
pulse. The total energy delivered to capsules was 26–27 kJ, with
smoothing by spectral dispersion and with SG5 phase plates. There
was good agreement between requested and delivered laser pulse shape
and power. When a total of 27 kJ was requested, an average of 26.1 kJ
was delivered during the shot day. The standard deviation of laser
energy was only 170 J (0.65% variation). For 10 out of 11 shots, the
beam-to-beam energy imbalance was low between 2.5% and 2.8%
rms. However, during shot number 77976 (DTH, middle-thickness-
shell), one beam was lost and a 11.8% imbalance was obtained.

The principle parameter diagnosed was the DT neutron yields
[DþT ! 4He þ n (14.1MeV)] measured from a copper activation
and a neutron time-of-flight (nTOF) suite (15.8 m nTOF, 12 m nTOF,
5.4 m nTOF, and 8 � 4 nTOF). The nTOF detectors also measured
the DT-burn averaged ion temperature, which was determined from
the Doppler broadening of the neutron signal. In addition to DT neu-
tron yields, an 8 � 4 nTOF detector was fielded to measure DD and/
or TT neutron yields simultaneously. Higher D concentrations of the
95/5 DT capsule and the DT3He (D/T¼ 14/1) allowed for both DT
and DD yield measurements. However, for the DTH capsule, the DD
neutron signal was too low to be detected and the TT neutron signal
faced interference from the large background of the DT neutron sig-
nal. Temporal diagnostics of the fusion yield include the neutron tem-
poral diagnostic (NTD) for measuring DT-n burn history and the gas
Cherenkov detector (GCD) for measuring the DT gamma-ray branch
[DþT! 5Heþ c (16.75MeV)].

In addition to anomalous yield reduction previously reported in
Refs. 1–3, there were observations of larger imploded core image size
in implosions with fuel mixtures. In the previous DT3He mixture
implosion,3 the image size was�25% larger than simulation. A similar
trend was seen when argon was added to the D2 fuel as a tracer.1

These observations (larger image size than expected or less compres-
sion than expected) are qualitatively consistent with the observed
anomalous yield reduction. However, as the previous x-ray image
observations1,2 were made for the non-hydro-equivalent capsules, it

was not straightforward to compare x-ray image sizes as a function of
fuel mixtures. In this paper, x-ray imaging from a time-integrated/
energy-resolved GMXI (gated monochromatic x-ray imager17) was
used for three hydro-equivalent fuel types.

Based on the burn-averaged areal density (qR) measurement,
Rygg et al. suggested that 50/50 D3He might experience less compres-
sion, resulting in a lower yield.2 To confirm whether such reduced
compression would be observed in DT3He and/or DTH, we fielded
two diagnostic techniques available at the Omega laser facility. First,
using a charged particle spectrometer (CPS),18 fuel qR was inferred
from the knock-on proton yield [n(14.1MeV) þ p ! n’ þ
p�(<14.1MeV)] on the DTH capsules, and from the knock-on deu-
teron yield [n(14.1MeV) þ D ! n’ þ D�(<12.5MeV)] on the 95/5
DT capsules. Second, a diagnostics for areal density (DAD)—gamma-
ray based shell qR detector—was used for three DT, DTH, and DT3He
capsules.19 The DAD is a glass Cherenkov detector, which yields a
0.3MeV gamma-ray energy threshold for producing Cherenkov pho-
tons. The DAD was cross-calibrated against CPS at the previous glass
shell implosion experiment.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Observables supporting hydrodynamic equivalent
implosions of DT, DTH, and DT3He

The implosion observables from the three capsule types (DT,
DTH, and DT3He) are compared with each other to examine if
imploding capsules behave equivalently in a hydrodynamic way. Five
observables were used: neutron bang time, ion temperature, x-ray self-
emission, and areal density of fuel or ablator. Figure 2(a) shows the
time of peak neutron emission (bang time) obtained from the NTD, as
a function of shell thickness and a fuel fill type. As the shell thickness
increased from 4.0lm to 4.6lm, neutron bang time increased linearly
from 1200 ps up to 1325 ps. One DTH capsule with a 4.3lm wall
thickness (#77976) showed an earlier bang time by 40 ps than other
capsules with a similar wall thickness. As shown in Table I, the 77976
DTH capsule had a smallest diameter (i.e., 1091lm), resulting in a

TABLE I. As-shot conditions for 11 capsules.

Shot# Type D2 (atm) T2 (atm) H2 (atm) 3He (atm) Shell material Wall thickness (um) O.D. (um)

Middle-shell group
77977 DT 8.83 0.48 0 0 SiO2 4.28 1127
77980 DT 8.82 0.48 0 0 SiO2 4.21 1131
77976 DTH 0.57 4.62 4.11 0 SiO2 4.30 1091
77981 DTH 0.57 4.62 4.11 0 SiO2 4.22 1134
77978 DT3He 3.55 0.49 0 7.54 SiO2 4.29 1127
77979 DT3He 3.54 0.49 0 7.54 SiO2 4.25 1136
Thick-shell group
77973 DT 8.89 0.48 0 0 SiO2 4.58 1109
77975 DTH 0.57 4.65 4.14 0 SiO2 4.64 1116
Thin-shell group
77984 DT 8.81 0.48 0 0 SiO2 4.08 1147
77985 DT3He 3.54 0.49 0 6.33 SiO2 4.05 1150
77986 DT3He 3.53 0.49 0 7.1 SiO2 4.04 1167
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shortest distance to travel than others. We calculated a mean implo-
sion velocity (i.e., radius/bangtime) and plotted it as a function of
shell-wall thickness [Fig. 2(b)]. The mean implosion velocity of
#77976 is similar to other mid-shell capsules, suggesting its
hydrodynamic-equivalent behavior with others. As shell thickness
increases, the mean implosion velocity decreases, irrespective of the
fuel fill type.

Figure 3 shows time-integrated, burn-averaged DT ion tempera-
ture (Ti) measured from the 15.8 m nTOF as a function of shell thick-
ness and fill type. As the wall thickness of the glass shell increases, Ti
decreases linearly from 9 to 6 keV. There does not appear to be a
strong temperature dependence on the fill type, within the error bars.
Ti is strongly affected by implosion velocity; therefore, it can be
inferred that implosions from the three fill types behave similarly
within the same shell group (i.e., wall thickness and diameter). In
Fig. 3, error bars of Ti are 0.5 keV, which is a total uncertainty in Ti

measurement contributed by both a systematic uncertainty and a
statistical uncertainty. For a later yield ratio analysis to be shown in
Secs. IVB and IVC, only statistical uncertainty in Ti will be used
because the systematic uncertainty is canceled out for the ratio of
DTH/DT and DT3He/DT analysis. To get a statistical shot-to-shot
uncertainty in Ti, we calculated the ratio of two detector signals (15.8
m nTOF/12 m TOF) for 11 shots. The random shot-to-shot uncer-
tainty of 15.8 m nTOF and 12 m nTOF is much smaller. The standard
deviation in Ti ratio was 2.7% during DTH shots, 1.8% in DT shots,
and 3.2% in DT3He shots. Appendix B describes how the statistical
uncertainty in Ti was determined.

Figure 4(a) shows seven images taken by a GMXI x-ray camera.
The first row contains three DT shots, the second row contains two
DTH shots, and third row contains two DT3He shots. The first col-
umn is from a thin-shell group, second column from a middle-shell,
and the last column from a thick-shell group. On top of each image,
three contours lines are displayed; 20% contour in blue, 50% contour
in green, and 80% contour in yellow. Within each shell group (i.e.,
thin-, middle-, thick-shell), the average radius and shape of the implo-
sion images were consistent with each other between DT, DTH, and
DT3He.

Figure 4(b) shows the x-ray image radius measured from fuel-
core self-emission, as a function of shell thickness and fill type. The
first step in calculating the image radius was to subtract a background
image (acquired before the shot) from the foreground image. Any
noise signatures visible in this image were removed by zeroing negative
pixel values. High intensity pixel values caused by neutron interactions
were also set to zero. The image was then convolved with a Gaussian-
shaped smoothing kernel, with a width equal to two pixels (5.6lm at
the target plane). The next step was to correct the magnification of
horizontal- and vertical-direction. The background under the core
emission was estimated by applying a third-order polynomial fit. The
average radius of the contour points was calculated relative to the cen-
ter of the image, defined as the center of mass of the intensity within
the 20% contour. The standard deviation of the radius was based on
the radii at fixed intervals around the contours. As shell thickness
increases, the x-ray image radius decreases from �95lm

FIG. 2. (a) Observed DT bang time as a function of shell thickness and fuel fill type; (b) mean implosion velocities are consistent with each other between DTH, DT, and
DT3He within each shell group, suggesting three types of implosions are equivalent in a hydrodynamic way.

FIG. 3. Ion temperature are consistent with each other between DTH, DT, and
DT3He within each shell group, suggesting three types of implosions are equivalent
in a hydrodynamic way.
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FIG. 4. (a) Implosion images taken by GMXI x-ray camera. On top of each images, three contours lines are shown; 20% contour in blue, 50% contour in green, and 80% con-
tour in yellow. Each image radius was measured by using 20% contour. Implosion images are consistent with each other between DTH, DT, and DT3He within each shell
group, suggesting three types of implosions are equivalent in a hydrodynamic way. (b) Observed x-ray image radius of DTH, DT, and DT3He are consistent with each other
within each shell group, suggesting three types of implosions are equivalent in a hydrodynamic way.
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(convergence ratio � 6) to 75lm (convergence ratio � 7), indicating
that a thicker shell compresses fuel more in the 4–4.6lm range. At a
given shell thickness group, however, similar x-ray image size was
achieved, irrespective of the fuel fill type. For example, the middle-
thickness shell group produced 76–81lm image size in radius for all
three fill types. It appears that the DT, DT3He, and DTH capsules
compressed fuel similarly.

An alternative approach to monitor hydrodynamic compressibil-
ity during the implosion is to measure the areal density (qR) of the
shell or fuel. Figure 5(a) shows fuel qR of the 95/5 DT capsules
inferred from the knock-on deuteron yield [n(14.1MeV)þ D! n’ þ
D�(<12.5MeV)], as well as fuel qR of the DTH capsules inferred
from the knock-on proton yield [n(14.1MeV) þ p ! n’ þ
p�(<14.1MeV)], measured by a CPS. The fuel qR increases slightly as
shell thickness increases (more compression), but no significant dis-
tinction between the DT and DTH fill type is observed within experi-
mental error bars. Low yield from DT3He implosions prevented us
from extracting fuel qR for the DT3He case. For measuring shell qR, a
DAD was used to monitor the shot-to-shot variation of the gamma-
ray emission produced when the DT fusion neutrons pass through
an imploding glass shell [i.e., n(14.1MeV) þ SiO2 ! SiO2(n,n’c)].

Figure 5(b) shows the glass shell qR in units of mg/cm2 as a function of
shell thickness. The glass shell qR increases from�4 to�10mg/cm2 as
the shell thickness increases from 4.1 to 4.6lm. However, there was no
apparent dependency on shell qR with fuel fill type.

The inferred radii from the observed fuel qR appear consistent
with the x-ray emission radius rxray shown in Fig. 4(b). Using the mea-
sured fuel qR, we calculated the corresponding radius, using the simple
relation qRfuel¼ (mass/volume)R. Here, we use the initial fuel mass,
obtained from the initial pressures assuming the pressures are quoted
at room temperature and using the ideal gas law. For volume, we take

(4pR3)/3, which means Rinferred ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3mass

4pðqRfuelÞ

q
. We inferred the radii in

Fig. 5(c), which appear consistent with, although not identical to the
x-ray image radii shown in Fig. 4(b).

B. Increased DT yield over prediction due to H addition

Five neutron yield detectors were placed at different locations
and recorded DT neutron yields for each capsule implosion. The final
DT neutron yield was determined by averaging the values from the
five detectors by weighting their errors. Figure 6(a) shows the final
DT neutron yield as a function of shell thickness and fuel fill type.

FIG. 5. (a) Fuel areal densities of DTH are consistent with that of DT within error bars, (b) shell areal densities of DTH, DT, and DT3He are consistent with each other, support-
ing the conclusion that three types of implosions are equivalent in a hydrodynamic way, (c) radius inferred from fuel qR measurement agrees with x-ray emissions.
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The 95/5 DT capsules produced the most neutron yield in the range of
(15–20) � 1012. As the capsule was switched to DTH, the neutron
yield dropped to (7–12)� 1012. Finally, the DT3He capsules produced
the least yield in the range of (4–6) � 1012. When the shell conditions
and fuel fill are similar, the neutron yield became quite reproducible
within a 3% shot-to-shot variation (e.g., 2 DT3He shots at thin-shell
group, 2 DT shots at middle-shell group, 2 DTH shots at middle-shell
group, and 2 DT3He shots at middle-shell group). Figure 6(b) is
another way to plot the observed yield as a function of ion temperature
by combining Figs. 6(a) and 3. For all three types of fill, DT neutron
yields were increased as ion temperature increased. The yield to ion
temperature slope of 95/5 DT and that of DTH are similar, but the
slope of DT3He is less steep in comparison.

In Table II, the performance of DTH implosions was compared
against 95/5 DT control capsules. Table II includes experimental
observables such as DT neutron yield (column C), ion temperature
(column D), x-ray image radius (column E), and burn duration (col-
umn F). Using these data, we then conducted analysis for the expected
yield ratio, ðYDTH

DT =YDT
DT Þexpected , which can be seen in columns G

through J. Scaling corrections help to compensate for small departures
from hydrodynamic equivalence by replacing the integrals in Eqs. (3),
(5), and (8) with the product of time averages of the various terms in
the integrand. This approximation assumes sufficiently similar time
and space behavior of all the terms. As a first step, ðYDTH

DT =YDT
DT Þexpected

shown in column G assumes identical ion temperatures, burn vol-
umes, and burn durations between all implosions; therefore, the
expected yield ratio is simplified as ðYDTH

DT =YDT
DT Þexpected

� fDfT q=mð Þ2
� �DTH

= fDfT q=mð Þ2
� �DT

, where the actual fill pressure
and capsule size were used to calculate fD; fT ; q; m for each shot. For
middle-shell group, an average of two DT shots (#77977, #77980) was
used and #77973 DT shot was used for thick-shell group, respectively.
Column H refines column G by including actual ion temperatures
measured, which affect the DT fusion reactivity term; ðYDTH

DT =

YDT
DT Þexpected � fDfT q=mð Þ2 rvðTiÞ

� �h iDTH
= fDfT q=mð Þ2 rvðTiÞ

� �h iDT
.

Additionally, column I includes actual burn volumes (assuming the
burn radius is proportional to the x-ray image radius rx-ray); ðYDTH

DT =

YDT
DT Þexpected� fDfT q=mð Þ2 rvðTiÞ

� �
rxray3

h iDTH
= fDfT q=mð Þ2 rvðTiÞ

� �h
rxray3�DT , and column J includes burn duration sburn; ðYDTH

DT =

YDT
DT Þexpected � fDfT q=mð Þ2 rvðTiÞ

� �
rxray3sburn

h iDTH
= fD fT q=mð Þ2
�

rvðTiÞ
� �

rxray3sburn�DT . As a result, final ðYDTH
DT = YDT

DT Þexpected is

0.51–0.52 in the middle-shell group and 0.47 in the thick-shell group.
Column K shows the observed yield ratio ðYDTH

DT =YDT
DT Þobserved , which

is 0.60–0.61 in the middle-shell group and 0.55 in the thick-shell
group. Finally, column L shows the ratio of column K against J,
½ðYDTH

DT =YDT
DT Þobserved�=½ðYDTH

DT =YDT
DT Þexpected�. The three DTH capsules

show a factor of 1.17 6 12.8% or 1.17 6 0.15 yield increase compared
against DT in average, supporting inverse Rygg effect due to H-
addition. Appendix B gives a description of how the fractional uncer-
tainties in column G through L were calculated.

C. Decreased DT yield over prediction due to 3He
addition

Table III shows the performance of DT3He implosions compared
against 95/5 DT control capsules. Following the analysis steps shown
in Sec. IVB, we can anticipate ðYDT3He

DT =YDT
DT Þexpected of 0.33–0.37 for

middle-shell group and 0.43–0.62 for thin-shell group (shown in col-
umn J), but the experimental yield ratios ðYDT3He

DT =YDT
DT Þobserved are

0.23–0.24 for the middle-shell group and 0.30–0.33 for the thin-shell
group. Column L shows the ratio of column K against J, ðYDT3He

DT =

YDT
DT Þobserved=ðYDT3He

DT =YDT
DT Þexpected . The four DT3He capsules show a

factor of 0.656 0.13 yield reduction in average, supporting Rygg-effect
due to 3He-addition. Appendix B gives a description of how the frac-
tional uncertainties in column G through L were calculated.

Figure 7 summarizes the ðYDTH
DT =YDT

DT Þobserved=ðYDTH
DT =YDT

DT Þexpected
and ðYDT3He

DT =YDT
DT Þobserved=ðYDT3He

DT =YDT
DT Þexpected shown in column L of

FIG. 6. (a) Observed DT yield as a function of shell thickness; (b) observed DT yields from three types of fuel as a function of ion temperature.
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TABLE II. Experimental observables for DTH and DT capsules.

A B C D E F G H I J K L

Shot# Type

DT neutron
yield

(measured)

Ion
temperature

(keV)

x-ray
image
radius
(lm)

Burn
duration
(ps)

Expected
yield ratio
(as shot,

composition
and mass
density

correction)

Expected
yield ratio
(after

correcting
reactivity)

Expected
yield ratio

(after correcting
reactivity,

burn volume)

Expected
yield ratio

(after correcting
reactivity,

burn volume,
burn duration)

Observed
yield ratio
(DTH/DT)

bserved/expected
yield ratio
(column

K/column J)

Middle-shell group
77976 DTH 1.17 � 1013 7.45 81.2 109 0.61 6 2.2% 0.55 6 9.2% 0.56 6 11.2% 0.51 6 12.1% 0.60 6 1.3% 1.18 6 12.2%
77981 DTH 1.18 � 1013 7.34 81.4 113 0.62 6 2.2% 0.54 6 9.2% 0.55 6 11.2% 0.52 6 12.1% 0.61 6 1.3% 1.18 6 12.2%
77977 DT 1.93 � 1013 7.65 81.2 119 … … … … … …
77980 DT 1.94 � 1013 7.78 80.7 119 … … … … … …
Thick-shell group
77975 DTH 8.02 � 1012 6.0 74.2 123 0.63 6 2.4% 0.48 6 10.8% 0.47 6 12.7% 0.47 6 14.0% 0.55 6 1.5% 1.15 6 14.1%
77973 DT 1.47 � 1013 6.52 74.8 122 … … … … … …

TABLE III. Experimental observables for DT3He and DT capsules.

A B C D E F G H I J K L

Shot# Type

DT neutron
yield

(measured)

Ion
temperature

(keV)

x-ray
image
radius
(lm)

Burn
duration
(ps)

Expected
yield ratio
(as shot,

composition
term only)

Expected
yield ratio

(after correcting
reactivity)

Expected
yield ratio

(after correcting
reactivity,

burn volume)

Expected
yield ratio

(after correcting
reactivity,

burn volume,
burn duration)

Observed
yield ratio

(DT3He/DT)

Observed/expected
yield ratio
(column

K/column J)

Middle-shell group
77978 DT3He 4.57 � 1012 7.31 80.0 130 0.41 6 14.4% 0.35 6 17.8% 0.34 6 18.4% 0.37 6 20.7% 0.24 6 1.3% 0.64 6 20.7%
77979 DT3He 4.54 � 1012 7.0 80.7 129 0.41 6 14.4% 0.30 6 17.9% 0.30 6 18.5% 0.33 6 20.8% 0.23 6 1.3% 0.72 6 20.8%
77977 DT 1.93 � 1013 7.65 81.2 119 … … … … … …
77980 DT 1.94 � 1013 7.78 80.7 119 … … … … … …
Thin-shell group
77985 DT3He 6.09 � 1012 8.35 87.0 120 0.41 6 14.5% 0.47 6 17.8% 0.41 6 18.0% 0.43 6 21.2% 0.30 6 1.3% 0.70 6 21.3%
77986 DT3He 6.67 � 1012 8.76 96.2 112 0.41 6 14.5% 0.54 6 17.7% 0.63 6 17.9% 0.62 6 21.2% 0.33 6 1.3% 0.53 6 21.2%
77984 DT 2.01 � 1013 7.98 91.3 113 … … … … … …
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Tables II and III, respectively. The observed neutron yields from DTH
capsules are consistently higher than the estimated DT neutron yield
by an average of 1.176 0.15, supporting the inverse Rygg effect due to
the addition of H. The observed yields from the DT3He capsules were
a factor of 0.656 0.13 lower than the estimated neutron yield. The
present yield reduction with a factor of 0.65 is not as strong as the
previous results,2 which were approximately a 0.5 reduction factor.
Rygg et al.2 used smaller radius shells (�435lm in radius) and
achieved a longer bang time (�1.8 ns). Therefore, the mean implosion
velocity during the Rygg et al. experiment was on the order of
240lm/ns, much slower than this experiment (410–470lm/ns).
During an implosion with a high mean velocity (like this experiment),
inter-species ion diffusion may not have enough time to fully develop;
therefore, the yield reduction factor can be small. One of the results
that Rygg et al. presented in 2006 publication (Fig. 6 in Ref. 2) is that

as shell thickness is thinner, the Rygg effect (or gYratio in Ref. 2) is
decreased for both 3 and 15 atm conditions. It is known that a
thin-shell implosion tends to produce a higher implosion velocity;20

therefore, the reduced Rygg-effect (or small gYratio ) seen at thin-shell
data can be correlated with a high mean velocity. Therefore, a smaller
Rygg-effect (0.64 rather than 0.5) observed in our experiment (i.e.,
high mean implosion velocity) remains somewhat consistent with the
original 2006 Rygg et al. result.

D. Measured DD/DT yield ratio in DT3He capsule
supporting ion separation

As shown in Casey et al.,15 neutron yield ratio (e.g., DD/DT or
TT/DT) is a useful diagnostic signature because the yield ratio depends
weakly on the shot-to-shot variation, whereas absolute yield method
(e.g., DD yield in D3He capsule or DT yield in DT3He capsule)
requires a control shot to compare (e.g., DD capsule as a control shot
for D3He capsule or DT capsule as a control shot for DT3He capsule).
To test whether the yield reduction (a factor 0.656 0.13) observed
from the present DT3He implosion was caused by the depletion of D
in the core, we measured both the DD and DT neutron yields. The
measured YDD/YDT ratio (open square) was plotted in Fig. 8 as a
function of Ti. The dashed line shown in Fig. 8 is the calculated

YDD/YDT obtained from fusion reactivity scaling [i.e.,
YDD=YDTð ÞDT3He ¼ fD rvh iDD

	 
DT3He
= 2fT rvh iDT
	 
DT3He] as a func-

tion of Ti. Open circles show 1D simulation results obtained from
xRAGE,21 which agrees with the reactivity scaling (dashed line). Over
the measured range of Ti (7–9 keV), the observed DD/DT yield was
�80% of the expected DD/DT yield ratio either from the reactivity
scaling or numerical simulation. The discrepancy between the
observed yield ratio (DD/DT) and the expected yield ratio can be
explained by the lower D concentration in the core, similarly observed
by Casey et al. from the 50/50 DT capsule.15 For the DTH implosions,
we attempted to measure TT neutron yield to test whether the
observed TT/DT yield ratio would be higher than the simulated one.
However, the TT neutron yield could not be measured because of
interference from the large background from the DT neutron yield.
It appears that an initial 5% D concentration in the present DTH
capsules still produces too much background signal for the TT neutron
signatures. Future DTH experiments using a reduced D initial concen-
tration (e.g., <5% D) will be needed to achieve the TT/DT yield
measurement and further qualify the inverse Rygg effect in the DTH
capsule.

V. ANALYSIS OF DTH AND DT3He CAPSULES USING
SIMULATION-BASED BAYESIAN INFERENCE

If the capsules are not hydrodynamically equivalent, the simple
analysis described above is not strictly valid because the integrals in
Eqs. (3), (5), and (8) are not equal. Scaling corrections, as described in
the discussion of Tables II and III, help to compensate for small depar-
tures from hydrodynamic equivalence, by replacing the integrals in
Eqs. (3), (5), and (8) with the product of time averages of the various
terms in the integrand. This approximation assumes sufficiently
similar time and space behavior of all the terms. But to be most widely
applicable, a more general analysis technique is required, based on
numerical simulations accounting for processes which might negate
hydrodynamic equivalence, such as radiation transport, heat conduc-
tion, departures from ideal-gas equation-of-state (EOS), and uncon-
trolled variations in fuel compositions (hydrodynamic mix, which
ought to behave similarly in hydrodynamically equivalent capsules, is
not such a process). The general technique we employ uses

FIG. 7. Observed yield against analytic yield formula shows that experimental DTH
capsules produced a factor of 1.176 0.15 times more yield and experimental
DT3He capsules produced a factor of 0.656 0.13 times less yield.

FIG. 8. Measured DD/DT yield using a DT3He capsule (open square) was lower
than expected (open circle or dashed line).
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simulation-based Bayesian inference and is valid whether or not the
capsules are hydrodynamically equivalent.

We have presented evidence that the capsules in this experiment
were indeed nearly hydrodynamically equivalent and described how to
make small scaling corrections to correct for departures. Nevertheless,
this experiment affords us a good opportunity to exercise the general
simulation-based technique. Essentially, we use numerical simulations,
constrained by the data, to make “predictions” (in quotes, because the
experiments have already been conducted) of the behavior of the DTH
and DT3He capsules, together with uncertainty bounds, based on
observations of the DT capsules. If the DTH and DT3He capsules’
behavior departs significantly from predictions, allowing for uncer-
tainty, then we might conclude we have evidence for an incorrect
model of effects such as species separation. It is easy, of course, to run
a few simulations that disagree with data; one can conclude very little
from such an exercise. It is more meaningful to show that a numerical
model does explain a significant set of observations, and yet is unable
to account for a novel type of experiment. That is the approach we fol-
low here.

To carry out this analysis, we use the GPM/SA (Gaussian process
models for simulation analysis) code.22 GPM/SA reads the results
(“output”) from a large ensemble of 1D radiation-hydrodynamic
numerical simulations of the analyzed capsules, spanning a volume of
model-parameter input space; we regard the rad-hydro simulator as a
mapping from the input space of model parameters to the output
space of observed quantities of interest. GPM/SA then fits a Gaussian-
process “emulator” to the simulator outputs, to allow rapid estimates
of simulator outputs over all of input space, and samples the emulator
using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to infer the joint probabil-
ity distribution of the input parameters giving a plausible fit of the out-
puts to observed capsule data. Using the symbol h to represent the
vector of input model parameters, we infer their joint probability dis-
tribution from Bayes’ Theorem

Pðhjy xð ÞÞ / Pðy xð Þ jhÞPðhÞ (10)

given a vector of observable quantities y resulting from a set of experi-
ments defined by experiment (or “geometry”) parameters x. Here
P(y(x)jh) is the “likelihood” that observables y result from a simula-
tion with model parameters h and basically measures how well the
simulation output l(x, h) fits the data y(x)

P y xð Þjh
	 


� exp �
Xcaps
i

Xobs
j

yj xið Þ � lj xi; hð Þ
� �2

2r2
ij

8<:
9=;; (11)

where index i runs over capsules, index j runs over observables, and rij
is the uncertainty of observable j for capsule i. P(h) is the prior proba-
bility distribution of h, which we take as just a flat distribution over a
prescribed initial range. This expression describes the way the
observations y constrain the allowed values of h. Finally, GPM/SA
can generate predictions, with uncertainty bounds, for capsules that
are not part of the analysis set, based on the probability distribution
of input parameters given by Eq. (10). For a “new” capsule, with
experiment parameters x�, the probability that an observable has
the value y is

P y x�ð Þjy xð Þ
	 


¼
ð
Pðy x�ð ÞjhÞPðhjy xð ÞÞdh (12)

expressing how the probability distribution of h limits the possible pre-
dicted observable values y(x�).

The value of simulation-based Bayesian inference, using large
ensembles of simulations, results from several features. For one thing,
it allows us to assign uncertainty bounds—“error bars”—to simula-
tions and predictions, which is crucial when we are searching for small
experimental effects. Historically, it has been very difficult to deter-
mine, from first principles, the uncertainty bounds on simulation
results, so it was usually not done. Using statistical inference con-
strained by experimental data, however, it becomes feasible to quantify
simulation uncertainty, as illustrated here. For another thing, this pro-
cess enables model validation and hypothesis testing since they depend
on uncertainty quantification to assess the significance of deviations
between data and simulations. For a third thing, it was always a bit
deceptive to present a single simulation as being the explanation for an
experiment. Because the data are uncertain and the simulator is not
perfect, it is likely that an infinity of other simulations, whether nearby
or perhaps far away in input space, are equally plausible. By exploring
input space, albeit with simplified, lower dimensional models, we gain
better knowledge of the range of plausible calculational explanations
of an experiment. Finally, because the simulation models are not per-
fect, it is conceptually more defensible, as a representation of our state
of knowledge, to view their parameters as probability distributions
rather than sharp values; that is what statistical inference provides.

A recent application of GPM/SA to the analysis of ICF capsules
is described by Osthus et al.23 who used the data from 22 “exposed”
OMEGA capsule shots to calibrate a simulation model that was then
used to “predict” the results (for laser absorbed fraction fabs, DT yield
YDT, DD yield YDD, and mean DT ion burn temperature TiDT) for 16
other “hidden” shots that were significantly different (having thicker
shells or different gas composition) than the exposed shots. Of 52
observed quantities for the 16 hidden capsules, 49 of the predictions
(i.e., 94%) fell within the predicted 95% confidence interval, a satisfac-
tory result.

The radiation-hydrodynamic simulator used in the present anal-
ysis is very similar to that used in Ref. 23 and identical to the simulator
used by Zylstra et al.24 in their observation and explanation of
diffusion-dominated mixing in direct-drive ICF capsules. It is a 1D
Lagrangian finite-difference radiation-hydrodynamics code, incorpo-
rating multigroup radiation diffusion, electron and ion thermal con-
duction, and geometric ray-tracing for laser propagation, refraction,
and inverse-bremsstrahlung absorption. The full simulation model
includes reduced laser intensity due to scattered light, artificial preheat
of the capsule due to radiation or hot electrons, a buoyancy-drag
model of hydrodynamic mix,25 and the Zimmerman–Paquette–
Kagan–Zhdanov (ZPKZ) ion-diffusion model.26–28 The ZPKZ ion-
diffusion model incorporates thermodiffusion of multiple ion species,
frictional ion heating, and the advective transport of ion enthalpy, in
addition to the processes of concentration diffusion, barodiffusion,10

and electrodiffusion, which were the only processes included in an ear-
lier version of the ion-diffusion model, as described in Ref. 11. There
are no adjustable parameters associated with the ZPKZ model. The
reduced laser intensity is characterized by a parameter fls, which is the
fraction of incident laser energy that is introduced into the simulation.
The preheat magnitude is set by a parameter fpre, which is the fraction
of incident laser energy that is distributed uniformly though the cap-
sule at the beginning of the laser pulse. The hydrodynamic mix model
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is governed by an initial turbulent scale length l. Thus, given a set of
capsule geometry parameters x, the simulator can be regarded as a
mapping from a three-dimensional input space whose axes are the
model parameters h¼ (fls, fpre, l) to a multidimensional output space
whose axes are the experimental observables y¼ (fabs, YDT, TiDT,…).

We analyzed all eleven shots listed in Table I. As shown in
Table I, shots #77973, #77977, #77980, and #77984 were filled with
DT, and had different shell thicknesses, representing the thick-, mid-
dle-, and thin-shell groups. These four shots constituted the calibration
set, whose observed data y(x) we used to constrain the GPM/SA emu-
lator. Then, using the emulator, we generated “predictions” y(x�) for
the DTH- and DT3He-filled shots. As described below, we found that
the emulator, when run without the ZPKZ ion-diffusion model,
was able to explain the calibration set, but was unable to explain the
behavior of the DTH and DT3He shots, providing evidence that some
un-modeled effect associated with gas composition—perhaps species
separation—was occurring. We also found that running the emulator
with ZPKZ goes some way toward explaining the DTH and DT3He
shots, again consistent with the hypothesis that species separation is
occurring, although there are some remaining discrepancies. Because the
discrepancies are small, careful attention to uncertainties is necessary, as
we shall describe.

For each shot, we carried out simulations spanning a regular grid
in input space. When using the ZPKZ ion-diffusion model, the grid

was defined by three values of the laser source fraction fls 2 [0.80, 0.90,
1.00], six values of the hydrodynamic-mix scale length l 2 [0, 0.02,
0.08, 0.15, 0.25, 0.40] lm, and eight values of the preheat fraction fpre
2 [0, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03, 0.05, 0.08]. Thus, 3� 6 � 8¼ 144
simulations were carried out for each shot when using ZPKZ. Without
ZPKZ, the input-space grid was somewhat different because earlier
work had showed that the likelihood would be optimized in a slightly
different region of input space. Thus, without ZPKZ, the grid was
defined by three values of fls 2 [0.70, 0.80, 0.90] and seven values of
l 2 [0, 0.02, 0.08, 0.15, 0.25, 0.40, 0.60] lm, with the same eight values
of fpre, so that 3� 7 � 8¼ 168 simulations were carried out for each
shot when not using ZPKZ. This means that a total of 312 simulations
were done for each shot, counting both models, resulting in 3432 sim-
ulations over all eleven shots. Scanning a regular grid in this manner is
not the most efficient way to sample a parameter space, specifically if it
is high-dimensional, but for a 3D space it is feasible. Each simulation
typically requires under 5min of wall-clock time, on a single 36-core
node of an Intel Xeon Broadwell cluster, with many simulations run-
ning simultaneously.

Figure 9 shows the projections of the joint probability distribu-
tion P(hj y(x)) for the input parameters h¼ (fls, fpre, l) when the emu-
lator was constrained by the five observables y¼ (YDT, TiDT, fabs, bang
time tbang, burn width sburn) for each of the four DT-filled shots
#77973, #77977, #77980, and #77984, giving twenty observational

FIG. 9. Marginal distributions or projections of the joint probability distribution, for the input parameters fls, l and fpre, when the emulator was constrained by the observed values
of five quantities (YDT, TiDT, fabs, tbang, sburn) for each of the four DT-filled shots #77973, #77977, #77980, and #77984. The integral of each curve is normalized to unity. The
median and 95% confidence bounds of the distributions are fls¼ 0.86 (60.03), l¼ 0.27 (þ0.13, �0.17) lm, and fpre¼ 0.024 (þ0.006, �0.005), with ZPKZ, and fls¼ 0.84
(60.03), l¼ 0.34 (þ0.24, �0.28) lm, and fpre¼ 0.041 (þ0.013, �0.012), without ZPKZ.
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FIG. 10. Posterior distributions for DT yield for the four shots in the calibration set: #77973, #77977, #77980, and #77984. Vertical lines show the observed values of YDT 6 2robs,
where robs ¼ 1%. The medians of the posterior distributions agree with observations to better than �8% for all four shots.

FIG. 11. Posterior distributions for average DT ion burn temperature for the four shots in the calibration set. Vertical lines show the observed values of hTiiDT 6 2robs, where
robs¼ 0.5 keV. The median of the posterior distributions agree with observations to within �5% and much better than 2rpred for all four shots.
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constraints in all. The observational uncertainties robs on YDT, TiDT,
fabs, tbang, sburn were assumed to be 61%, 60.5 keV, 60.05, 60.05 ns,
and 60.03 ns, respectively. Results are shown with and without the
ZPKZ ion-diffusion model, when using about 20 000 MCMC samples.

Figure 10 shows the posterior probability distribution for DT
yield for the four shots in the calibration set. Observed values of DT
yield are shown by straight vertical lines in the figures. Because the
simulator is not perfect, the distribution medians do not always agree
with the constraining yield data to within 2robs, but all discrepancies
are smaller than �8%. This level of disagreement might result from
violations of the assumptions of the 1D single-fluid simulator, includ-
ing shot-to-shot variations in 2D or 3D effects of laser drive asymme-
try and the capsule mount, or temperature non-equilibrium among
fuel species. Distributions are quite similar with or without ZPKZ,

perhaps because of the choice of composition that would minimize
species separation, i.e., D:T¼ 95:5. The posterior distribution do not
include sampling from the observational uncertainty because it is so
small.

Figure 11 shows similar comparisons for the volume-averaged
time-averaged DT-burn-rate-weighted ion temperature of the four cal-
ibration shots, which is obtained directly from the simulations, but
observationally is inferred from thermal Doppler broadening of the
observed DT neutron spectra. Here the agreement between data and
the posterior distributions is quite good, perhaps partly because the
observational uncertainty of 0.5 keV is rather large. The posterior dis-
tributions including sampling from the observational uncertainty,
regarded as a Gaussian with standard deviation robs, as well as MCMC
sampling of the emulator.

To make predictions about the seven new shots using DTH or
DT3He fuel, which were not part of the calibration set, GPM/SA

FIG. 12. Posterior predictive distributions (red and blue curves) for DT yield (upper)
and average DT ion temperature (lower) for shot #77981, containing DTH. Data are
indicated by black vertical lines, showing observed value62robs. Yield data give a
clear indication of the inverse Rygg effect, compared to the No-ZPKZ prediction, at
the level of �27%6 7%. Median and 95% confidence bounds for predicted DT ion
temperature are 7.08 (þ1.19, �1.08) keV without ZPKZ and 7.17 (þ1.09, �0.91)
keV with ZPKZ, compared to 7.346 1 keV observed.

FIG. 13. Posterior predictive distributions (red and blue curves) for DT yield for shot
#77978, containing DT3He. Data (black vertical lines, showing observed yield 62robs)
indicate a small Rygg effect, decreasing the yield by about 10%. The ZPKZ prediction
gives a larger decrease than observed. Mean and 95% confidence bounds for pre-
dicted DT ion temperature are 7.11 (þ1.10, �1.05) keV without ZPKZ, and 6.96
(þ1.22, �1.03) keV with ZPKZ, compared to 7.316 1 keV observed.
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evaluates the integral in Eq. (12), determining the likelihood
P(y(x�)jh) by sampling an emulator based on simulations of these
shots, and using for P(hjy(x)) the probability distribution of the input
parameters determined as just described, whose projections are shown
in Fig. 9. The predictions for these shots are predictions only in the
sense that their data were not used to constrain the emulator; in fact,
these simulations were carried out well after the time when the experi-
ments were actually conducted.

Figure 12 shows the posterior predictive distributions, with and
without ZPKZ, for the DT yield and burn-averaged DT ion tempera-
ture of shot #77981, which contained DTH fuel. The observed yield is
27%6 7% higher than the DT yield predicted without ZPKZ, where
the uncertainty represents 1r. We therefore conclude that the experi-
ment shows strong evidence for the “inverse Rygg effect,” at a level of
�4rpred. The ZPKZ prediction is higher than the prediction without
ZPKZ, because of the inverse Rygg effect in the simulation, but the
effect is not as strong as observed; the observed yield is still about 15%
higher than the DT yield predicted using ZPKZ. Some of the observed

yield increase can be explained by the fact that the observed DT ion
temperature is also higher than the median predictions, as Fig. 12
(lower) shows. Comparing the observed temperature (7.34 keV) to the
median temperature predicted without ZPKZ (7.08 keV) and finding
from the Bosch-Hale fusion reactivity29 that hrvi � Ti

3 in this regime,
we conclude that about 12%, or not quite half, of the 27% inverse-
Rygg yield increase might come from the higher observed tempera-
ture, while the balance might plausibly come from species separation.

Figure 13 shows the posterior predictive distribution, with and
without ZPKZ, for the DT yield of shot #77978, which contained
DT3He fuel. The data show the Rygg effect, a decrease in DT yield, but
only by about (106 5)% (1r uncertainty), not much larger than the
residual discrepancy between the emulator and calibration data exhib-
ited in Fig. 10. The ZPKZ prediction also shows a Rygg-effect decrease
in the yield compared to the no-ZPKZ prediction, but here the effect is
larger than observed, so that the ZPKZ yield is reduced below the
observation. The observed yield is about 12% higher than the DT yield
predicted using ZPKZ. In this case, the fact that the observed DT burn

FIG. 14. Comparison of observed DT yield (green yellow-filled circles) with median of posterior predictive probability distributions from GPM/SA analysis, without ZPKZ ion dif-
fusion (blue dots) or with ZPKZ ion diffusion (red dots). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals, or about 62rpred. (a) DTH-filled capsules. Averaging over all three capsules,
the observed yield is 1.216 0.04 times larger than the yield predicted without ion diffusion, demonstrating the inverse Rygg effect. (b) DT3He-filled capsules. Averaging over
all four capsules, the observed yield is 0.916 0.02 times smaller than the yield predicted without ion diffusion, demonstrating the Rygg effect. (c) DT-filled capsules used as
the calibration set. In (a) and (b), occasional close agreement between simulations and data are probably fortuitous, and may result from uncontrolled variations in experimental
conditions, such as beam power and target position, affecting yield as much as 610%.
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temperature is slightly higher than predicted obviously cannot explain
why the observed DT yield is slightly lower than predicted, leaving
species separation as a more plausible explanation. In fact, species sep-
aration would have to be all the stronger to overcome the yield
increase from the higher observed temperature.

The patterns displayed in Figs. 12 and 13 persist in the behavior
of the other DTH- and DT3He-filled shots, as shown in Fig. 14. Here
the median and 95% confidence bounds of each posterior predictive
distribution are indicated by a point with error bars. Figure 14(a)
shows that the observed DT yield of DTH shots is always larger than
the no-ZPKZ prediction, implying that our observation of the inverse
Rygg effect is robust. Averaging the inverse-Rygg yield increase factor
over the three DTH shots, with each measurement weighted inversely
by its uncertainty, gives finally the value 1.216 0.04 for the inverse
Rygg effect in the present experiment, agreeing well with the value
1.176 0.15 derived above using the hydrodynamic equivalence
assumption. In Fig. 14(b), the observed DT yield of DT3He shots is
smaller than the no-ZPKZ prediction in three out of four cases, giving
moderately good evidence for the Rygg effect although it is rather
small. Averaging the Rygg-yield factor over all four DT3He shots gives
the value 0.916 0.02 for the Rygg effect. This value differs by 2r
from the value 0.656 0.13 derived above using the hydrodynamic
equivalence assumption. The difference might result from the rela-
tively strong decrease in burn temperature predicted by the simulator
for three of the four DT3He shots, possibly resulting from
composition-dependent variations in ion thermal conductivity, even
without species separation, which decreases the predicted DT yield to

near the observed value. But because the observed temperature is not
as low as predicted, it is likely that the relative role of species separa-
tion, compared to yield reduction resulting from low temperature, is
more important in the experiment than in the simulations; i.e., the
simulator is “right,” within 9%, for the wrong reasons.

The main difference between the seven DTH and DT3He shots
and the DT calibration shots is in their gas composition, so we con-
clude with high confidence that some effect associated with the com-
position, such as ion diffusion and species separation, and/or ion
thermal conductivity or ion temperature equilibration, is operating in
a way that is not correctly calculated in the no-ZPKZ simulations.
Even if ion diffusion is accounted for by using ZPKZ, the capsules’
behavior is not completely explained although the effect of ZPKZ is in
the correct direction for six out of seven DTH and DT3He shots. The
experiment was carefully designed so as to limit the range of possible
hypotheses to explain the observations, and thus ion species physics is
a main candidate.

To get more insight into why ZPKZ simulations do not agree
better with observations, we show in Fig. 15 radial profiles of mass
density, deuterium/tritium number ratio, and hydrogen/tritium num-
ber ratio, at several times around bang time for a simulation of DTH
shot #77981, using ZPKZ. As described in the caption, both hydrogen
and deuterium are depleted in the fuel relative to tritium at bang time,
by ion thermodiffusion, according to the simulation. But, as described
above, the DT yields predicted using ZPKZ are smaller than observed
for six out of the seven DTH and DT3He shots. A straightforward
interpretation of this fact is that perhaps ZPKZ is causing too much

FIG. 15. Radial profiles of (a) mass density, (b) deuterium/tritium number ratio, and (c) hydrogen/tritium number ratio near bang time, in a simulation of shot #77981, which had ini-
tial fuel composition H/D/T¼ 44/6/50. In all three panels, the profile 200 ps before bang time is shown as a magenta curve, 100 ps before bang time is shown as a red curve,
bang time is shown as a green curve, while dark blue and light blue curves show 100 and 200 ps after bang time, respectively. In (a), the fuel occupies the volume in which scaled
density<0.2, while the shell has scaled density>0.2. In (b), the initial ratio of deuterium to tritium number density is 6/50¼ 0.12. The converging shock compresses the deute-
rium ahead of the tritium at �200 ps by barodiffusion, causing enhanced deuterium fraction at the core. But later, as the fuel compresses, the ion-temperature gradient causes
thermodiffusion to expel deuterium from the fuel, relative to tritium, depressing the deuterium/tritium ratio below 0.12 by bang time, to 0.10–0.11, and even lower later on. In (c),
we see similar effects for hydrogen, depressing the hydrogen/tritium ratio from its initial value of 44/50¼ 0.88 to around 0.7 by bang time, and as low as 0.5 later on.
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diffusion of D out of the capsule core. Since the observed yields are
higher than the ZPKZ median yields by an average of about 13%, it
may be that the deuterium mass in the core at bang time is too small
by about the same amount, since DT yield is proportional to the prod-
uct of deuterium fraction and tritium fraction.

The over-depletion of deuterium might in turn result from the
assumption of temperature equilibrium between D and T in the
single-fluid simulation code, leading to deuterium ion temperatures
that are too high. Diffusivity Di scales sensitively with ion temperature
as Ti

5/2, so, assuming that diffusive flux scales as Di
1=2, the mass of deu-

terium lost by the capsule core scales as Ti
5/4, so 13% excess deuterium

loss could be explained by a deuterium temperature that is about 10%
too high. If this is so, then the problem might not lie so much with
ZPKZ as with the single-fluid temperature-equilibrium assumption of
the underlying hydrodynamics method. Some new ion-transport mod-
els are being developed that are more general than ZPKZ. A new
model being developed by Klem and Zimmerman30 represents the
individual species as separate but coupled fluids, each fluid having its
own ion temperature and velocity. Another model due to Kagan and
coworkers avoids the assumption in ZPKZ of an ideal plasma, applica-
ble only when the plasma is rarefied and hot enough. Instead, the new
model31 is applicable to both ideal and non-ideal cases by including
the ion coupling effects in the transport calculation. In particular, by
using this extended approach, thermodiffusion is predicted to vanish
as the density increases.32 Since thermodiffusion is one of the key play-
ers conjectured to be responsible for the D over-depletion in the cur-
rent simulations, using the non-ideal framework should limit the yield
reduction compared to the ZPKZ-based calculations, thus bringing
them closer to the experimental observations. It will be interesting to
test these new models using the data from our experiment.

VI. CONCLUSION

Motivated by previous hydrodynamically-equivalent D3He
(Ref. 2) and non-hydrodynamic-equivalent DT3He (Ref. 3) studies, we
have developed an implosion platform with four fuel species in three
mixtures such as 95/5 DT, DTH, and DT3He to study multi-fuel
effects on implosion dynamics. From both x-ray self-emission images
and areal density (fuel and ablator) diagnostics results, it has been
shown that three types of hydro-equivalent capsules (DT, DTH, and
DT3He) have similar hydrodynamic compression behavior. However,
nuclear yield deviation was observed from the scaling determined
using analytic fusion yield formula. In the DT3He mixture, a reduced
yield (i.e., a factor of 0.656 0.13 below scaling prediction) was
observed, whereas a yield increase (i.e., a factor of 1.176 0.15 above
prediction) was observed in the DTH mixture, supporting the inverse
Rygg effect. In addition, the observed DD/DT yield ratio from the
DT3He mixture was about a factor of 0.8 lower than the simulated
DD/DT. The DD/DT yield being lower than expected suggests that
lighter and less charged D diffuses away from the core and leaves T or
3He enhanced in the core, supporting the inter-species ion diffusion
theory. Alternatively, this observation may indicate that D tempera-
tures are too high in the simulations, compared to the experiment.
The DT yield increase observed, compared to scaling, in the DTH
mixture is consistent with the inter-species ion diffusion theory where
lighter H diffuses away from the core and concentrated DT in the core
allows more yield to be produced. In the current DTH mixture with a
5% D concentration, the yield ratio measurement (i.e., TT/DT) was

not achieved because the large background from DT neutron yield
interfered with the TT yield. Future DTH experiments using a reduced
D initial concentration (e.g., <5% D) will be needed to further study
the TT/DT yield ratio. An inter-species ion diffusion model, the
Zimmerman–Paquette–Kagan–Zhdanov (ZPKZ) model, implemented
in a Lagrangian radiation-hydrodynamics fluid code, was also used to
analyze the present data, without the need to assume hydrodynamic
equivalence of the capsules. ZPKZ accounts for species separation in
multicomponent plasmas. According to the ZPKZ simulations, both
hydrogen and deuterium are depleted in the fuel relative to tritium at
bang time, by ion thermodiffusion. But the ZPKZ-predicted DT yields
are about 13% lower than observed, on average, so it seems that the
simulations give somewhat too much deuterium depletion, which may
again indicate that, compared to the experiment, D temperatures are
too high in these single-fluid simulations, where D and T are forced to
be in temperature equilibrium. The simulation-based analysis led to
independent estimations of the Rygg-effect yield decrease factor
(0.916 0.02 for the DT3He capsule) and the inverse-Rygg yield
increase factor (1.216 0.04 for the DTH capsule), based on simula-
tions that ignored ion diffusion, without assuming hydrodynamic
equivalence of the capsules.
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APPENDIX A: GAS PRESSURE AT SHOT TIME

Gas pressures at shot time were also in good agreement with
requested fill pressures within 96%–114%. In the original manu-
script, Table I only showed the as-shot gas pressures (or gas

TABLE IV. Gas pressures at shot time.

Requested
pressure
(atm)

Fill pressures
to compensate
leak (atm)

Pressures at
shot time
(atm)

100
�
(pressure

at shot time)/
(requested
pressure)

DT 95/5 fill
D2 8.9 8.93–8.98 8.846 0.4% 99.3%
T2 0.5 0.485–0.49 0.486 0.4% 96%
DTH fill
D2 0.5 0.57–0.58 0.576 0.4% 114%
T2 4.7 4.66–4.69 4.636 0.4% 98.5%
H2 4.2 4.15–4.17 4.16 0.4% 98%
DT3He fill
D2 3.58 3.58–3.61 3.546 0.2% 98.9%
T2 0.5 0.5–0.51 0.4936 0.2% 98.6%
3He 7.1 8.1 7.126 8% 101.1%
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pressures at shot time). We have added the table in the appendix to
show the requested pressures, fill pressures (over-pressured to com-
pensate leak), and the percentage of as-shot pressures to requested
pressures.

APPENDIX B: LINEAR UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
FOR EXPECTED YIELD

This appendix gives a brief description of how the fractional
uncertainties in observed/expected yield ratios were calculated in
Tables II and III. The expected DT yields are given in Eqs. (3), (5),
and (8) for the DT, DTH, and DT3He mixture, respectively. In
order to perform a linear uncertainty analysis,33 Eqs. (3), (5), (8) are
approximated by its first-order Taylor-series expansion, assuming
small variations of the input variables. For example, a fractional
uncertainty of Eq. (5) (the expected DT yield from the DTH mix-
ture) is approximated by the following equation, where Dx repre-
sents the uncertainty in the variable x. For example, rxray is a radius
of imploded capsule and burn width is shown as sburn

DYDTH
DT

YDTH
DT

" #2
¼ Df DTHD

f DTHD

" #2
þ Df DTHT

f DTHT

" #2
þ 2

DqDTH

qDTH

" #2

þ 2
DmDTH

mDTH

� �2
þ

D rv Tið Þ
� �DTH
rv Tið Þ
� �DTH

24 352

þ 3
DrDTHxray

rDTHxray

" #2
þ DsDTHburn

sDTHburn

" #2
: (B1)

Table V lists input variables and their random or statistical uncer-
tainty. In this uncertainty analysis, we only include statistical uncer-
tainty and do not include systematic one because systematic
uncertainty will be canceled out in the ratio of ðYDTH

DT =YDT
DT Þexpected

or ðYDT3He
DT =YDT

DT Þexpected .
Gas pressures and resultant fractions by atom were carefully

recorded over the course of the experiment. A permeation half-life
of each glass shell was measured individually by General Atomics.
We selected all 11 capsules which have a half-life around 150 days

at room temperature. During the course of fill and transport, shells
were kept in a cryo-container to minimize leakage of fuels. As a
result, D2, T2, and H2 pressures at shot time have a small uncer-
tainty less than 1%. 3He was an outlier due to its short half-life of
approximately 3 hours at room temperature. The time delay
between taking a 3He target out of a 3He-pressurized cell and the
actual shot time were limited to less than 30min and recorded the
delay time individually. Uncertainty in the 3He concentration was
still relatively large (i.e., 11.3% uncertainty in the 3He concentration
in DT3He mixture).

A burn-averaged ion temperature (Ti) was measured by using
two nToF detectors: one located at 15.8 m and the other at 12 m. A
total uncertainty in Ti is 60.5 keV, which was influenced by both
systematic and statistical uncertainty. The statistical or random
shot-to-shot uncertainty in Ti is much smaller. Assuming that the
hydro-equivalent implosion is isotropic and of Ti should be the
same in different lines of sights, we calculated the ratio of two detec-
tor signals (15.8 m nTOF/12 m TOF) for 11 shots. The standard
deviation for the Ti ratio was 2.7% during DTH shots, 1.8% in DT
shots, and 3.2% in DT3He shots. These results are the random sta-
tistical uncertainty (precision) in the Ti measurements used in
Tables II and III. Then, uncertainty shown by s in a DT fusion reac-
tivity is calculated as

s rv Tið Þh i ¼
rv Ti þ sTi

	 
� �
� rv Ti � sTi

	 
� �
2

: (B2)

Using this formula, uncertainty in the DT fusion reactivity is 8.4%
for DTH, 5.4% for DT, and 9.3% for DT3He. Similarly, the shot-
to-shot uncertainty from x-ray emission radius (rxray) was deter-
mined by taking a ratio of two GMXI-C (with 75lm of Al filter)
and GMXI-D (with 100 lm of Al filter) detector channels. The stan-
dard deviation of the ratio of two channel was also minimal and has
2% in DTH, 1% in DT, and 2% in DT3He. For a shot-to-shot uncer-
tainty in burn width (sburn), NTD and GCD detectors were used
and the standard deviation of the ratio of NTD to GCD was 3.2% in
DTH, 4.9% in DT, and 7.7% in DT3He.

Tables VI and VII show an example of the how uncertainty in
the expected DT yields propagates through column G to L as

TABLE V. Input variables and their random uncertainty used for expected DT yields.

Fractional
uncertainty (%)

in DTH

Fractional
uncertainty
(%) in DT

Fractional
uncertainty

(%) in DT3He
Weighting
factor

Contribution
in DTH (%)

Contribution
in DT (%)

Contribution
in DT3He (%)

fD 0.8 0.7 7.9 1 0.8 0.7 7.9
fT 0.8 0.7 7.9 1 0.8 0.7 7.9
fH 0.8 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
f3He 0.0 0.0 11.3 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
q 0.8 0.4 4.5 2 1.6 0.8 9.0
m 0.1 0.1 0.7 2 0.2 0.2 1.4
Ti 2.7 1.8 3.2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
rvðTiÞ
� �

8.4 5.4 9.3 1 8.4 5.4 9.3
rxray 2.0 1.0 2.0 3 6.0 3.0 6.0
sburn 3.2 4.9 7.7 1 3.2 4.9 7.7
Total (%) … … … … 11.0 8.0 19.8
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corrections progress. Specifically, Table VI uses a 77981 shot num-
ber as an example for DTH capsules and Table VII uses a 77978
shot number as an example for DT3He capsules.

DATA AVAILABILITY

The data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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